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Introduction by Nicole Williams Koviak*

Robert W. Mulcahey, a lawyer by training, has served as the Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Stratum Med, Inc. (Stratum) since 1998. Mr. Mulcahey also serves as the President for Stratum Insurance Company, a captive segregated portfolio insurance company domiciled in the Cayman Islands. The primary focus of Stratum Insurance Company, SPC, is to provide professional liability coverage for the physician groups associated with Stratum.

Speaking at Loyola University of Chicago School of Law’s Annual Health Law and Policy Colloquium, Mr. Mulcahey provided an insurance industry perspective on the medical malpractice crisis, with a focus on the ability of physicians to maintain coverage viability during the medical malpractice crisis. Skyrocketing medical malpractice insurance premiums and the lack of insurance coverage availability are forcing physicians to look for alternatives to traditional insurance. Similarly, insurance carriers have also been forced to respond to the medical malpractice crisis. For example, in December of 2001, the largest United States malpractice carrier in the United States, St. Paul Insurance Companies, stopped underwriting policies for physicians. Similarly, effective January 1, 2003, the insurance
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branch of the Illinois State Medical Society stopped underwriting new malpractice policies. Medical Inter-Insurance Exchange also pulled out of every state, PHICO Insurance Company went into liquidation, and Frontier Insurance Group left the market last year.

Mr. Mulcahey emphasized that in response to these drivers, insurers have looked to alternative risk financing. Because of the tremendous growth in the area of alternative risk financing, three alternative risk-sharing options available to healthcare providers will be explored: captive insurance, risk retention groups, and purchasing groups.

I. ALTERNATIVE RISK FINANCING MECHANISMS

Escalating medical malpractice premiums have caused physicians and other healthcare providers to look beyond traditional insurance for more affordable options in order to continue practicing medicine. If physicians do not partake in these alternatives, they may be forced to leave their practices altogether. Contributing economic factors such as skyrocketing malpractice insurance rates, lower reimbursements, and high overhead may even start to cause a shortage in certain specialties, such as anesthesiology, cardiology, gastroenterology, neurosurgery, and radiology. Nonetheless, healthcare providers contemplating leaving medicine or abandoning their current established practices now have several alternative risk mechanisms that may allow them to continue to practice. While a comprehensive look at these alternative risk mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper, a brief look at each mechanism is instructive.

A. Captive Insurance

One common example of an alternative risk-sharing mechanism is...
A captive insurance company is an insurance company which is owned by the entity it insures. There are several reasons companies establish captives, but historically captives have been popular with organizations that have difficulty obtaining affordable insurance coverage.

In light of the current expense of professional liability insurance, captive insurance is an attractive alternative for physician groups and hospitals. One of the main benefits of a captive insurance group is the reduction in cost it provides to its participating healthcare providers by underwriting their own insurance instead of paying third-party premiums. A major lure of captives, noted by Mr. Mulcahey, is that they allow participating physician groups to pay more level premiums. Further, captive insurance provides customized coverage to meet the policyholders' specific needs and offers otherwise unavailable coverage with flexible funding and underwriting. Control is an important aspect of captive insurance as captives not only offer physicians greater control over the underwriting process, rates, claim handling, and their investments but also provide incentives for loss control.

Although captives can effectively manage risk and eliminate some of the overhead costs associated with a traditional insurance company, there are inherent challenges in becoming a captive insurer. For example, a captive insurance company has associated costs. Unlike self-insurance, a captive has associated license fees, directors' fees, management expenses, and audit fees. Moreover, as Mr. Mulcahey pointed out, captives are having difficulty getting funding carriers because fewer multi-line funding companies are entering the funding business. In addition, exiting from a captive arrangement can be trickier and more complicated than exiting from other alternative risk mechanisms.

Despite the challenges, captive insurance is growing, not only in number but also in form. When exploring captive insurance as an alternative, there are three basic forms from which to choose: (1) a single parent captive, (2) a group captive, and (3) a rent-a-captive. Although an extensive discussion of each is beyond the scope of this paper, each arrangement will be introduced and defined.

In a single parent captive, the most common form, the captive insurer is a subsidiary that insures only the parent's risk or the risk of its brother/sister
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operations. A group captive provides coverage to a group of entities that share similar risks. Finally, a rent-a-captive is a captive insurance company organized and managed by a conventional insurer for the benefit of the insured. A healthcare entity may choose a rent-a-captive when it is not large enough on its own or unable to capitalize a captive, but is willing to assume a portion of its own risk and share in the underwriting profits and potential investment income. Although a rent-a-captive requires less management, less administrative control, and does not require a capital investment, the insurer has more insolvency exposure. Despite this potential drawback, it is easier for a physicians' group to leave a rent-a-captive than to dismantle a pure captive organization.

In light of all of the options for establishing a captive insurance company, creating a captive insurance company is a viable solution for physicians who are unable to obtain traditional insurance. Depending on the level of risk one wants to take, the various forms of captives provide physicians with additional flexibility and an opportunity to obtain affordable medical malpractice coverage.

B. Risk Retention Groups

Another type of alternative risk financing option available to the healthcare industry is the risk retention group. Risk retention groups grew tremendously in 2002 with twenty-one new formations. Mr. Mulcahey called the growth in risk retention groups a “gigantic jump” and noted the all-time high in new registrations for risk retention groups. As Mr. Mulcahey observed, seven out of nine registered last year were in the healthcare industry.

One of the benefits of a risk retention group is the flexible licensure requirements. Unlike a traditional insurance company which must be licensed in each state it conducts business, a risk retention group is created and licensed under one state’s law, but is authorized by federal law to sell
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insurance in every other state without additional admission requirements. Thus, physicians who form a risk retention group can obtain a license in one state, but sell insurance in all states. In addition to flexible licensure requirements, a risk retention group also provides its members with more control over the liability programs. Because members of a risk retention group own the insurance company, the greater control affords them lower rates, broader coverage, effective loss control, risk management programs, and stability of coverage.

Risk retention groups provide the typical advantages of traditional medical malpractice insurance, but are not without challenges and risks. Although risk retention groups offer their participating physicians lower rates, flexibility, and a higher means of sharing liability, a participant is required to provide an initial capital outlay to create a risk management group. In addition to the required capital outlay, members of a risk retention group are also burdened by the premium payments. While the financial challenges are one potential obstacle to a successful risk retention group, financial instability is an inherent risk and is predicated on the performance of the program’s management. As a result, participating hospitals and physicians face greater exposure to insolvency. Thus, while alternative risk-sharing options could save money, participating hospitals and physicians often assume greater financial responsibility and risk for malpractice.

Not only are alternative groups risky from the participants perspective, these alternative groups may also pose problems for claimants. For instance, if one of these alternative groups fails, claimants seeking compensation for their injuries may face even more difficulty in receiving monetary reimbursement for their injuries than they do right now.

Despite the challenges and risks of risk retention groups, this type of alternative insurance mechanism is gaining support from the states. The District of Columbia licensed its first risk retention group on June 5, 2003.
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25. Id. at 40 (noting that claimants face more risk of not being reimbursed given that risk retention groups are free from state insurance department regulation). Seeking reimbursement from a physician personally is more difficult than enforcing a judgment against a solvent insurance company. Id.
As further proof of the growing acceptance of this mechanism, the Health Network Providers Mutual Insurance Co., which offers medical malpractice insurance for physicians in Houston, Texas, chose to structure the company as a mutual company to convey to the physicians that it was their company and that they had control over their insurance.  

Healthcare providers who want to participate in a risk retention group must consider funding requirements, commitments to risk management and expense control, the experience of the sought after risk retention group, and any limits on the participants' liabilities. Despite the challenges of risk retention groups, the benefits outweigh the risks and have allowed this alternative insurance mechanism to experience extensive growth in the healthcare industry.

C. Purchasing Groups

In addition to permitting the formation of risk retention groups, federal legislation enables healthcare providers to form purchasing groups. Like risk retention groups, purchasing groups have experienced dynamic growth in the marketplace. However, unlike a risk retention group, a purchasing group allows a number of members to purchase liability insurance coverage together from an insurance company. Nevertheless, purchasing groups share many similarities with risk retention groups. First, both alternative insurance mechanisms are permitted under federal law as long as they register with state insurance departments. Furthermore, in order to participate in either form, federal legislation requires all members to be involved in a similar business so as to expose them to similar liability. This common requirement provides for an easier transition if a purchasing group decides to reorganize as a risk retention group. Despite the similarities, there are significant differences between purchasing groups and risk retention groups. Unlike a risk retention group, which federal law exempts from state law, a purchasing group is exempt only from certain types of state law. Accordingly, purchasing groups must file in every state in which they intend to do business and a state may require an agent or broker of the purchasing group to acquire a license.
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Additionally, the entities are regulated differently. The risk retention group is regulated by its domicile state while the purchasing group is regulated by both its domiciliary state and its insurer. Moreover, unlike risk retention groups, purchasing groups are not insurance companies and therefore, maintain less risk. Instead, it is the insurer from whom the purchasing group buys its policies who bears the risk. Finally, while risk retention groups require their members to capitalize the company, members of purchasing groups are not required to do so.

Purchasing groups are advantageous to all parties involved. First, these groups provide their members with tailor-made coverage, broader coverage terms, lower rates, and occasional dividends. Second, purchasing groups offer their insurers the ability to achieve greater profitability. Third, members of purchasing groups achieve reduced premiums through the large number of insureds in the group. Finally, the agents of the purchasing groups are given the ability to add value to transactions and retain business.

While purchasing groups present another mechanism by which to obtain affordable coverage for risk, physicians and other healthcare providers must weigh all the nuances involved when deciding whether a purchasing group, or any of the other alternatives, is the best option.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION ON STATE INSURANCE REGULATION

Over the last few decades, Congress has adopted federal legislation in response to escalating insurance medical malpractice premiums, providing physicians and hospitals with substitutes for traditional insurance coverage. The Product Liability Risk Retention Act of 1981 (PLRRA), although not enacted to help physicians or healthcare entities, served as a stepping stone for legislation enacted later to encourage the formation of alternative risk mechanisms to cover and insure medical malpractice risk. The PLRRA was enacted in an attempt to make insurance rates more affordable for
product manufacturers who had trouble obtaining certain types of traditional insurance coverage, thus increasing the availability of coverage.\textsuperscript{37} According to the United States General Accounting Office (GAO), the PLRRA would enhance the affordability and availability of insurance to healthcare providers "by allowing groups of product sellers, manufacturers, and distributors to form risk retention groups or purchasing groups on an interstate basis."\textsuperscript{38} The Act limited the States' control over insurance by exempting both risk retention groups and purchasing groups from "any state law, rule or regulation or order," with certain exceptions.\textsuperscript{39} Thus, the legislation exempted risk retention groups from any discriminating state statute or regulation against the groups or their members, paving the way for medical malpractice insurance alternatives which would also have similar exceptions from discriminating state law.\textsuperscript{40}

Subsequent federal legislation, the Liability Risk Retention Act of 1986 (LRRA), was adopted to expand the PLRRA and therefore allow risk retention groups and purchasing groups for all types of liability insurance, including medical malpractice, although still excluding personal liability and workers' compensation.\textsuperscript{41} The new legislation also expanded the groups authorized to form risk retention groups beyond product manufacturers to include almost all businesses. Accordingly, the new legislation afforded healthcare providers the ability to organize a risk retention group as an insurance alternative.

Today, physicians that form these new groups must be aware of mandates states may impose. Although there are limitations on state control, there are certain items that a state may require including: registration with the state insurance commissioner, compliance with orders for delinquency or dissolution proceedings; inclusion of a notice in all issued insurance policies that the risk retention group is not subject to all state insurance laws and regulations, thereby making state insurance solvency guaranty funds to be available; and compliance with hazardous financial condition injunctions.\textsuperscript{42}

Despite the potential state mandates that are permissible under the
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LRRA, most courts have favored the alternative groups over state control. In cases where risk retention groups have claimed that state statutes discriminated against the group or its members, courts have looked to the history of the LRRA.\textsuperscript{43} For example, New York's Excess Insurance Law provided one million dollars of free excess insurance coverage to doctors if their primary insurance coverage was written by an in-state licensed insurance company. A group of anesthesiologists who formed an insurance cooperative to share liability formed under Missouri law and offered insurance to New York practicing physicians argued that the New York law violated the LRRA.\textsuperscript{44} Although the risk retention group eventually withdrew its lawsuit, the court concluded that the LRRA's legislative history indicated Congress' intention to exempt risk retention groups broadly from state law "requirements that make it difficult for risk retention groups to form or to operate on a multi-state basis."\textsuperscript{45}

On the other hand, in \textit{Ophthalmic Mutual Insurance Co. v. Musser} the court held that a Wisconsin statute, requiring healthcare providers to demonstrate proof of financial responsibility by carrying insurance obtained from an insurer licensed in Wisconsin, was neither discriminatory nor preempted by the LRRA.\textsuperscript{46} The court followed the Eleventh Circuit's reasoning in \textit{Mears Transportation Group v. State} that the discriminatory law must have a disparate impact on the risk retention group as compared to other non-domiciliary insurers, rather than as compared to licensed carriers in the state.\textsuperscript{47} Accordingly, the court held that the Wisconsin statute fit within an LRRA exception allowing states to impose some regulation on these entities. The Seventh Circuit affirmed this decision.

A recent example of how the LRRA has helped alleviate the medical malpractice insurance crisis is evident in Pennsylvania, where several insurance companies no longer provide medical malpractice insurance to state physicians and hospitals. Consequently, as of January 2003, a total of ten risk retention groups were formed in the last two years and now provide liability coverage to Pennsylvania's physicians and hospitals.\textsuperscript{48} The Pennsylvania Department of Insurance has claimed that risk retention
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groups are beneficial because they provide "additional insurance coverage options in a very tight medical malpractice insurance marketplace." 49

As a result of federal legislation, physicians and hospitals have new avenues from which to obtain affordable medical malpractice insurance. Healthcare entities have typically moved to the alternative risk market when faced with affordability and availability issues. For this reason, many healthcare captives were started during the crisis years of the late 1970s, early 1980s, and the early 1990s, with the past two years reflecting record numbers of captive formations. The reason for these formations is primarily availability and the need to level out swings in the commercial marketplace. Most healthcare entities can financially manage yearly cost increases, but lack the ability to raise prices. Thus, thirty to one hundred percent premium increases such as those faced by many healthcare providers in a hard market is devastating. A captive or risk retention group allows the physicians or hospitals to spread those increases over a number of years. Likewise, the desire to control claims and defense costs are reasons to form these entities.

III. CONCLUSION

Physicians have several alternatives, including captive insurance companies, risk retention groups and purchasing groups, from which to choose in order to maintain viability during the ongoing medical malpractice insurance crisis. The lack of available and affordable insurance premiums has caused these alternative risk financing mechanisms to experience continuous and tremendous growth. Instead of quitting medicine altogether or giving up one's established practice, physicians now have alternative risk sharing options which allow them to continue practicing medicine. Each alternative insurance mechanism has unique advantages and disadvantages but each mechanism allows physicians to enjoy the increased purchasing power, cost-effectiveness, and flexible savings opportunities that these alternatives offer. For this reason, captive insurance companies, risk retention groups, and purchasing groups may offer an escape from the high premiums of traditional medical malpractice insurance.
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